
 

 

Friday 13 April, 2018 

Safety a focus for railway patrollers 

Arc Infrastructure commenced a road rail vehicle and level crossing upgrade program in 2017 

to allow patrollers to safely pass level crossings. 

The program allows rail network patrollers to activate a level crossing to close the crossing to road 

traffic remotely from their patrol vehicle.  

The first phase of the program was completed in 2017 with 56 level crossings upgraded, and the new 

technology installed in all 31 of Arc Infrastructure’s road rail vehicles.  

The second phase of the program planned for this year involves the upgrade of 15 level crossings 

across both Perth Metro and regional locations.  

Arc Infrastructure’s Project Engineer Jed Sung said the upgrade is essential to ensure the safety of 

road rail vehicle patrollers and the road users in the surrounding communities.  

“In the past, a rail network patroller has had to stop and get out of their car to manually activate a level 

crossing. Moving forward, a patroller will be able to do this from their vehicle, meaning they can pass 

the level crossing safely,” Mr Sung said. 

A total investment of almost half a million dollars has been planned to upgrade the identified level 

crossings that pose a high risk to road rail vehicle drivers.  

Road rail vehicles are used for patrollers to assess the current state of the rail and identify any areas 

where works or maintenance is required to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the rail network. 
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ABOUT ARC INFRASTRUCTURE 

Arc is pronounced as a word and not an acronym. 

Arc Infrastructure is a leading transport infrastructure manager in Western Australia. We currently 

operate the State’s 5,500km freight rail network, connecting people, commodities and ports across the 

State with the rest of Australia and the world.  

Spread across regional Western Australia, our team of 400 employees keeps the rail network 

operating 24/7. We live local, buy local and are committed to contributing to regional communities.  

Previously called Brookfield Rail, we changed our name to Arc Infrastructure in July 2017 to reflect the 

aspirations for our future to expand our involvement in transport infrastructure assets. We’re 

committed to working with industry, our customers, partners and communities to find new opportunities 

that will support and strengthen our rail network for the benefit of WA. 

For more information about Arc Infrastructure, please visit www.arcinfra.com.  
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